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Identifying and Avoiding Cliches
by Joy Horner Greenberg

This month's how-to-be-your-own-best-editor lesson: identifying and avoiding cliches.
Cliches are related to exclamation marks, which I covered in last month's edition of the VCWC newsletter.
Cliches-overused,
unoriginal phrases or opinions--and exclamation marks both indicate hyperbole-"the
use
of exaggeration as a rhetorical device or figure of speech" (Bing). I discovered a perfect example of hyperbolic
exclamation marks in (where else but?) the diary I kept from 1961-65, when I was a teenager and discovered the
Rolling Stones. On May 16, 1965, I got to see them live in concert for the second time:

o God!

The day!! They were so bitchen ... well, what can you say?!! Sang "Everybody Needs
Somebody to Love," "Pain in My Heart," "Round & Round," "Time Is on My Side," "Off the Hook,"
"Red Rooster" (with Charlie's introduction), "Route 66," "Last Time"!! (the only time I screamedll),
and "I'm Alright." During "Route 66" a girl climbed down the curtains & jumped on Mick! God, Brian
looked sooo bitchen!! White shirt, white pants, maroon coat. Mick wore beige shirt, gray cords, brown
jacket. Charlie wore dark gray. Keith wore black. All looked fabulous! At the end I went haulin' out to
the top-it was so thrilling to see their car come out with 10,000 kids around them!!! As they came out,
I ran into the street & they looked right at me. I kinda grabbed at their black Comet & took their pic at
the same time!! It was boss!! Byrds were fab too, with their "Mr. Tambourine Man," also Paul Revere
& the Raiders!!! Took billions ofpix-, hope they're good. They're doing Shivaree show tonight!!
I counted 25 exclamation marks in this paragraph, and it's easy to see why their overuse amounts to
hyperbole: only a teen would fmd the need to express her excitement by the excessive use of such punctuation.
Cliches abound in the above paragraph as well, but then, teenagers are known for their colloquialisms that
become cliches from abuse. Words like "birchen," "boss," "fabulous" and its shortened "fab," and "billions" are
all hyperbolic cliches: "bitchen" was a word I'd learned from surfers, but rarely used in public; "fabulous,"
"fab," and "boss" in those days were what "amazing" is today-words
used to describe everything "great,"
whether or not such greatness is truly remarkable, as their defmitions insist. And there is no way I took anything
close to "billions" of photos on my brownie film camera.
Since those days of youthful naivete, I have learned to restrain my exuberant adjectives and avoid cliches,
although my three sons still frequently accuse me of exaggeration. These are a few of the most annoying cliches
that I read and hear today:
• "At the end of the day"-a phrase that should NEVER be used in writing unless
it really IS the end of the day, especially when single words such as ''ultimately''
and "finally" are more concise;
• "Wrap my head around"-a phrase that may have been humorous the first time I
heard it, but has become so, well, cliche that now the image it evokes merely
makes me think of the physical impossibility of such a ridiculous feat;
and my most abhorred cliche of all (drum roll please):
• "Amazing"-an
adjective that has surpassed even "bitchen" and "fabulous" as
the most trite adjective of all. The dictionary lists 22 synonyms for "amazing,"
so there is no reason to use it in your writing, unless in the dialogue of a
character who doesn't know any better.
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